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Curtiss-Wright TrustedCOTS™

for Trusted Computing
The threats facing today’s defense and aerospace applications are more varied and sophisticated than ever. To defend 
both mission success and safety from compromise, embedded electronics require enhanced Trusted Computing 
protections from physical and remote attacks, as well as hardware and software failures.

Curtiss-Wright TrustedCOTS products are designed using cutting-edge Trusted Computing techniques and mechanisms 
to enable the safe, reliable operation of embedded systems. TrustedCOTS products provide confidence not only that 
systems are secure and un-compromised, but that critical data or IP will not benefit adversaries if hardware falls into 
enemy hands.
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Curtiss-Wright builds Trusted Computing technologies and techniques into every aspect of TrustedCOTS solution
development, from design and testing to supply chain and manufacturing. This comprehensive, end-to-end approach
creates an effective mesh of protection layers that integrate to ensure the reliability of Curtiss-Wright products in the face
of attempted compromise.

Our Holistic View of Trusted Computing

Protecting Against Remote Attacks

Cybersecurity mechanisms include hardware and software techniques that 
protect data from remote attacks. They are built on a strong foundation of 
secure boot techniques, cryptography, protection for data-at-rest, and key 
management. Our TrustedCOTS solutions go beyond generic approaches to 
cybersecurity to incorporate the right balance of confidentiality, data integrity, 
authentication, availability, and non-repudiation techniques for the expected 
threats and application requirements. 

Protecting Against Physical 
Attacks
Anti-tamper mechanisms provide 
protection before, during, and after 
physical attacks. Like cybersecurity 
anti-tamper mechanisms are built 
on a strong foundation that starts 
with secure boot capabilities. Our 
anti-tamper innovations include: 

+  Prevention mechanisms that 
enclose technology in more 
secure packaging.

+  Detection mechanisms that 
provide notifications if there is 
an attempt to physically access 
protected technologies.

+  Response mechanisms 
that automatically destroy 
technologies or data if physical 
access is detected.

Going Beyond Standard 
Reliability Processes

To ensure our TrustedCOTS 
solutions dependably perform 
under the harshest conditions 
in the field for many years, 
Curtiss-Wright goes well 
beyond standard processes in 
a number of key areas. Here are 
just a few of our initiatives:

+  Thermal cycling tests that 
meet the highest VITA 47 
ECC4 standard and give us 
the data needed to better 
understand the physics of 
failure so we can continue 
to innovate and improve 
reliability.

+  Lead-free solder 
innovations that allow us 
to continue miniaturizing 
components and increasing 
functionality density without 
negatively affecting reliability.

+  Parylene coating for PCBs 
to effectively double solder 
joint reliability compared 
to acrylic and urethane 
coatings.

Combining Safety and Security 

To meet the increasing need for safety-certifiable solutions that also comply with 
security requirements, Curtiss-Wright develops a range of TrustedCOTS solutions 
that include the artifacts needed for DO-254/178 safety certification.

VPX3-152
NXP T2080
Power Architecture SBC

VPX3-1220
Intel Xeon 7TH Gen
“Kaby Lake” SBC

VPX3-1703
NXP LS1043A
Arm SBC

https://www.curtisswrightds.com/technologies/safety-certifiable.html?utm_source=cw&utm_campaign=TrustedCOTS-Trusted-computing&utm_content=bro
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Our TrustedCOTS Security Frameworks

eTCOTS
The eTCOTS security framework includes all the capabilities of the Trusted Boot and Enhanced 
Trusted Boot frameworks, while providing the additional capability of a secure RoS-based, off-
board communications channel. This channel allows a hardware module to extend its boot 
and runtime checks to the whole system. An Active Protection module can now query other 
modules in the system to ensure they are all okay before releasing software.

Active Protection can also provide additional defenses against physical attacks. Due to the 
sensitive nature of these protections, we recommend discussing your specific requirements 
with a Curtiss-Wright representative to learn more.

There’s no one-size-fits-all solution when it comes to Trusted Computing. Our selection of TrustedCOTS products are 
designed within three frameworks that define common sets of features to meet varying levels of security requirements.

Trusted Boot
The TrustedCOTS Trusted Boot security framework provides protection mechanisms for the 
boot chain, access control for configuration menus, encryption and sanitization routines for 
non-volatile memory, a key management infrastructure, and other protections to support 
cybersecurity requirements.

Trusted Boot uses hardware and software components, such as a Trusted Platform Module 
(TPM), Intel® Trusted Execution Technology (TXT), Intel Boot Guard, NXP® Trust Architecture 
(supported on Power Architecture® QorIQ® and Arm® Layerscape products), and Arm 
TrustZone technology. Operating systems will rely on boot-chain components such as UEFI or 
NXP Secure Boot. As well, data-at-rest security may be offered through solid state drive (SSD) 
encryption using both software-based (LUKS or equivalent) encryption, or hardware based 
self-encrypting SSDs.

Enhanced Trusted Boot
The TrustedCOTS Enhanced Trusted Boot security framework offers all the protections of the 
Trusted Boot framework, and adds extra protection with an FPGA-based Root of Security 
(RoS). This FPGA-based ROS defends against reverse engineering and offers capabilities 
such as black key storage or side channel resistant cryptography in some devices. As well, it 
provides the ability to customize the FPGA to add in other protections to secure your system 
and meet specific cybersecurity and anti-tamper program needs. 

Because determining the environment is safe prior to boot is a critical aspect of system security, 
Enhanced Trusted Boot provides the necessary hardware infrastructure so that the RoS can 
interface with security sensors and processors, and maintain security of the system throughout 
the boot process. As well, Enhanced Trusted Boot provides mechanisms to ensure that any 
new code is authenticated prior to storing in non-volatile memory, and additional checks and 
mitigations during the boot process. 

https://www.curtisswrightds.com/?utm_source=cw&utm_campaign=TrustedCOTS-Trusted-computing&utm_content=bro
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Our Customization Capabilities 
In instances where a security requirement necessitates a modification to one of our standard products, Curtiss-Wright can 
work with customers to identify and meet these needs. Curtiss-Wright also provides services to customize firmware and/
or software to add in capabilities. 

Our TrustedCOTS Security Frameworks

Our Privacy Considerations
Curtiss-Wright has engineering, manufacturing, and program support capabilities in the U.S., Canada, and multiple 
locations within Europe. This allows us to meet a variety of regional requirements, including privacy considerations for U.S. 
Secret and sensitive discussions. 

PRODUCT

STANDARD CAPABILITIES ENHANCED CAPABILITIES
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XMC-121
Intel Xeon “Kaby Lake” √* √ √ 2.0 √ √ √ √
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VPX3-1220
Intel Xeon “Kaby Lake” √* √ √ 2.0 √ √ √ √

VPX3-1260
Intel Xeon “Coffee Lake” √* √ √ 2.0 √ √ √ √

VPX3-133  
NXP T2080 √ √ √

VPX3-152  
NXP T2080 √ √ √

VPX3-1703 
NXP LS1043A √ √ √

VPX6-197 
NXP T2080 √ √ √

XMC-528 √ √ √ √ √

VME-1910 
Intel Xeon “Coffee Lake” √* √ √ 2.0 √ √ √ √

VPX3-484 CHAMP-XD3 
Intel Broadwell DE √ √ √ √ √ 2.0 √ √ √ √ √ √ √

VPX3-482 CHAMP-XD1 
Intel Broadwell DE √ √ 1.2 √ √

VPX3-482S CHAMP-XD1S 
Intel Broadwell DE √ √ 2.0 √ √ √ √ √ √ √

VPX6-483 CHAMP-XD2 
Intel Broadwell DE √ √ 1.2 √ √ √ √

VPX6-483M CHAMP-XD2M 
Intel Broadwell DE √ √ 1.2 √ √ √ √

Note: *BootGuard includes measured boot capabilities similar to TXT.

https://www.curtisswrightds.com/products/cots-boards/processor-cards/3u-intel-sbc/VPX3-1220.html?utm_source=cw&utm_campaign=TrustedCOTS-Trusted-computing&utm_content=bro
https://www.curtisswrightds.com/products/cots-boards/processor-cards/3u-intel-sbc/vpx3-1260.html?utm_source=cw&utm_campaign=TrustedCOTS-Trusted-computing&utm_content=bro
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https://www.curtisswrightds.com/products/cots-boards/processor-cards/intel-dsp/champ-xd2.html?utm_source=cw&utm_campaign=TrustedCOTS-Trusted-computing&utm_content=bro
https://www.curtisswrightds.com/products/cots-boards/processor-cards/intel-dsp/champ-xd2m.html?utm_source=cw&utm_campaign=TrustedCOTS-Trusted-computing&utm_content=bro
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